Figures S1-S
. NCI plot of compound 1 with indication of several intramolecular interactions. Figure S2 . Scan potential energy curve of complex 9 at the BP86-D3/def2-TZVP (a) and graphical renderings of the HOMO and HOMO-1 in complex 9. Figure S3 . Plot of the amount of hits (count) as a function of the van der Waals corrected NX distance found in the CSD for intermolecular N(1)X interactions (X can be any atom and the NX distance was set to the sum of the van der Waals radii of interacting atoms +1 Å).
Computational methods
The geometries of all the species included in this study were optimized at the BP86-D3/def2-TZVP level of theory within the program TURBOMOLE version 6.4. 1 The interaction energies were calculated at the same level with correction for the basis set superposition error (BSSE) by using the Boys-Bernardi counterpoise technique. 2 For the calculations we have used the BP86 functional with the latest available correction for dispersion (D3). The H-bonded complexes where optimized using either C s or C 2v symmetry constrain. The antielectrostatic complexes of 1 with H + , Li + , Na + and CH 3 Hg + were optimized without symmetry constrains and they correspond to true minima (NImag = 0). The "atoms-in-molecules" (AIM) 3 analysis was performed at the BP86/def2-TZVP level of theory. The calculation of AIM properties was done using the AIMAll program. 4 We have used the NCI method 5 to study the different intramolecular noncovalent interactions observed in compound 1. This method relies on two scalar fields to map local bonding properties: the electron density (ρ) and the reduced-density gradient (RDG, ). It is able of mapping real-space regions where non-covalent interactions are important and is based exclusively on the electron density and its gradient. The information provided by NCI plots is essentially qualitative, i.e. which molecular regions interact. The color scheme is a red-blue scale with red for ρ + cut (repulsive) and blue for ρ − cut (attractive). Moreover, green and yellow isosurfaces correspond to weakly attractive and weakly repulsive interactions, respectively.
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